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As requested by Jane Jackson, this summarizes the 49-page, 1998 paper titled A Time for Telling by Daniel Schwartz and John Bransford at the Learning Technology Center, Vanderbilt University published in the journal Cognition and Instruction. I place my personal observations or comments in [ ].
Introduction
A Time for Telling describes research about a method for developing prior knowledge that prepares students to learn from a text or lecture. The research described suggests that analyzing contrasting cases helps learners generate differentiated knowledge structures that enable them to understand a text or lecture deeply. Constructing the distinctions between contrasting cases creates a “time for telling” such that learners will then understand the significance of the distinctions they have constructed when they read or attend a lecture. Schwartz and Bransford argue that analyzing contrasting cases increases students’ abilities to discern specific features much as a botanist can distinguish subspecies of a given flower. This differentiated background knowledge prepares the students to understand deeply a verbal explanation of the underlying principles when presented to them. In particular, the results indicate that a place for lectures and readings exists in the classroom IF students have sufficiently differentiated domain knowledge to allow them to use the expository materials in a generative manner.
Constructivism refers to a theory of knowledge growth that operates whether one actively explores in the world or one more passively sits still and listens to a lecture or reads a book. Knowledge construction can occur in either case. Important questions for constructivists revolve around the kinds of activities needed to help people best construct new knowledge for themselves. Often, the act of listening to a lecture or reading a text does not serve as the best way to help students construct new knowledge; at other times, students may need exactly this. 

The authors conjecture that times for telling often occur. One of these times occurs when students enter a learning situation with a wealth of background knowledge and a clear sense of problems for which they seek solutions. [These students feel motivated to learn.] Many educational settings, however, have an absence of these features. Students often have not had the opportunity to experience the types of problems rendered solvable by the knowledge that we teach them. [Since most humans have a strong, apparently innate curiosity and desire to learn, this lack of background experience and knowledge may often account for many student’s lack of motivation to learn in many classroom situations.] Under these conditions, the authors conjecture that telling will not work as the optimal way to help students construct new knowledge. When telling occurs without readiness, students then have treating the new information as things to memorize as their primary recourse rather than as tools to help them perceive and think. 
One common procedure for preparing students for telling involves helping them activate relevant prior knowledge before they read a text or listen to a lecture. But an attempt to help students activate prior knowledge presupposes that they have already acquired the relevant prior knowledge in the first place. What if they have not? One approach involves telling them the needed knowledge. This procedure involves “creating a time for telling by doing more telling”. [Probably historically this serves as the most common method of teaching in the U.S.] The fact that many texts and lectures presuppose a level of differentiated knowledge not available to novices may serve as one reason why “more telling” so often proves ineffective. Under these conditions, novices can easily think that they understand when, in reality, they have missed important distinctions. 
The authors hypothesize that, rather than doing more telling, a powerful way to create a time for telling comes from theories of perceptual learning that emphasize differentiation. [Rob MacDuff’s and Richard Hewko’s CIMM clearly does this in mathematics.] These theories propose that opportunities to analyze sets of contrasting cases, such as different pairs of scissors [or different groupings of dots in CIMM], can help people notice specific features and dimensions that make cases distinctive. The resulting well-differentiated information provides the bases for guiding other activities such as creating images, elaborating, generating questions, and learning. [Again, CIMM clearly does this in mathematics.]
The idea that active comparison of relevant contrasting cases (as opposed to simply telling students about those cases and concepts) helps foster well-differentiated knowledge, serves as one hypothesis guiding the author’s work. These comparison activities by themselves, however, usually prove insufficient for students to induce the principles necessary to understand a domain of knowledge at a satisfactorily deep level. This happens because novices often lack an overriding framework that helps them develop a theory or model to explain the significance of the distinctions that they have constructed. In this situation, telling can have powerful effects on people’s abilities to learn; it can help them make sense of the distinctions that they have noticed. Thus the author’s complete hypothesis involves the idea that opportunities to develop well-differentiated knowledge structures sets the stage for learning through telling, but usually do not replace it.
Experiment 1
This first experiment addresses the question of whether analyzing contrasting cases, as compared with reading about summaries of those same cases, prepares students for understanding a lecture (about cognitive psychology). Undergraduate students analyzed a set of contrasting cases for one group of target concepts and read about another set of cases for a second group of target concepts. Afterward, they heard a lecture that covered both sets of concepts. If analyzing contrasting cases creates a time for telling as the authors hypothesize, we would expect the students to learn more from the portion of the lecture that complements the cases they analyzed than from the portion of the lecture that complements the cases that they read about. 
Different treatments
As a homework assignment, researchers had one half of the students analyze an experiment that involved doctor visit cases and read a passage about an experiment related to a picture with balloons in it. The other half of the students analyzed the balloon passage cases and read about the doctor visit cases. After the students completed the assignments, an instructor delivered an in-class lecture to both groups of students at the same time. The instructor described the experiments included in the cases as well as a few others, showed graphs that summarized the relevant data patterns, and explained the meaning of the experiments and their implications for human behavior in various domains, for example as related to prejudice, studying for a test, and so on.
Assessing levels of understanding
To assess deep understanding, one week after the lecture, the students wrote their predictions about the outcomes of a hypothetical study adapted from Bransford and Johnson. The researchers used this particular study so that they could compare the number of schema and encoding concepts that students used to help predict the outcomes. If actively analyzing cases prepares students to understand the lecture deeply, then a crossover interaction should occur on the prediction task. Students who analyze the doctor visit cases should make more predictions about schema effects than students who read about doctor visit studies. Reciprocally, students who analyze the balloon passage cases should make more predictions about encoding effects than students who read about the balloon passage studies. 
One reason researchers used a prediction task relates to the fact that an ability to predict the outcome from an experiment serves as an ecologically valid test of understanding; practicing research psychologists do this. If students gain a deep, expert-like understanding of the target concepts, then they should make relevant predictions. This also allowed the researchers to differentiate deep and shallow knowledge. To evaluate different levels of understanding, they complemented the prediction task with a verification task; students answered eight true-false items that covered the target concepts. They predicted that students who did not analyze the cases could still answer the verification items because they would have sufficient understanding for situations in which they do not need to notice distinctive features in order to bring the appropriate concept to mind. 
Results
Students in both conditions could verify sentences about target concepts at near ceiling levels (93% accuracy). Consequently, one might conclude that the students did understand the target concepts at one level. The prediction task presented a different story. A strong interaction occurred between the cases that a student analyzed and the types of prediction they made. Students primarily predicted using concepts exemplified in the cases that they had analyzed. Students’ success at answering the verification questions for a set of concepts did not predict their success at using those concepts in the prediction task. 
Discussion
Why did analyzing the cases help students on the prediction task, whereas reading about the cases did not? The researchers designed experiments 2 and 3 to help answer this question, but the analyze contrasting cases condition involved more active generation, more active knowledge construction, on the part of the learner compared with the read-only condition. Even so, claiming this “generation effect” as an explanatory mechanism remains insufficiently precise in that one might generate many different things. In the learning by doing version of constructivism, generating an external product works as the key ingredient. In the knowledge assembly version, connecting and elaborating ideas serves as the key ingredient. In the construction as discernment version, differentiating relevant distinctive features serves as the key ingredient. Experiments 2 and 3 examine the role of these possibilities in preparing students to learn from someone telling.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 compared students’ abilities to learn from a text (rather than a lecture) when they either actively summarized the text or simply read the text after analyzing the contrasting cases. The text involved two different “book chapters”, the schema chapter and the encoding chapter, both written especially for the experiment. The chapters, each about the equivalent of eight pages in a average textbook, covered their respective concepts and had much similarity to, but more extense than, the combined lecture and read-only cases of Experiment 1. Authors had written them so that a student could read them separately or together in either order.
If elaboration provides a sufficient explanation for the effects of analyzing the contrasting cases, then one would expect that deciding on and summarizing the important concepts in a text would provide some benefit for the prediction task. If, on the other hand, deep understanding requires the differentiated knowledge that comes from analyzing the contrasting cases, then summarizing the text should provide only minimal benefits for the prediction task. The authors hypothesized that summarizing the chapter would not match the benefits of analyzing the contrasting cases. Why? Before people can productively elaborate on features of the world, they need to discern those features. Analyzing the cases uniquely contributes this discernment.
Results
For both sets of concepts, analyzing the cases led to more predictions than summarizing a chapter. The benefits of analyzing the cases extended beyond those concepts that students noted in their homework. An important question involves whether time on task played a role in the students’ prediction performance. No evidence supported this possibility.  Students spent about the same amount of time summarizing and analyzing.
Discussion
Analyzing the contrasting cases and simply reading a chapter helped students on the prediction task more than reading and writing a summary of the same chapter. [This might help account for the apparent success of Rob MacDuff and Richard Hewko’s CIMM in teaching math because CIMM involves extensive case analysis and contrasting.] Notably, the graduate students who wrote the chapter summaries did not outperform the undergraduates who simply read about the cases and then heard a lecture. Although summarizing may lead students to elaborate and assemble the key concepts within a text, it does not guarantee that the resulting knowledge will have the differentiation needed for application. Revealingly, students who missed a concept in their chapter summaries had a negligible chance (.11) of making a prediction based on that concept. However, students who missed a concept-relevant pattern in their case analysis still had a decent chance (.44) of making the relevant prediction. 
Analyzing the cases yielded benefits for a given concept, even if the student never generated the concept-relevant pattern during the analysis. One possible explanation, both for the extension beyond the generation effect and for the aforementioned advantages of analysis over summary, comes from a consideration of what the students learned in their analysis of contrasting cases. By the experimenter’s account, they discerned important distinctive patterns. Discovering the distinctions may have provided the students with sufficiently precise knowledge that they could subsequently understand he chapter’s description of the patterns they had overlooked. Previous research on perceptual learning, for example, has shown that, if people discern distinctions within a domain, these distinctions can facilitate subsequent learning. The students who analyzed the contrasting cases developed some expert-like differentiation that could support learning by others telling, whereas the summarizing students never had the chance. [Again, this may help account for the apparent success of CIMM in mathematics. It focuses strongly and visually on pattern recognition.]
An important remaining question involves whether distinctions, once constructed, prove sufficient for deep understanding. Experiment 3 addresses this issue by examining whether analysis following a lecture leads to strong performance on the prediction task. The experimenters hypothesize that it will not because students will not develop the framework that helps them to generalize their differentiated knowledge to new situations.
Experiment 3
This study pulled together the main experimental hypotheses into a single experiment. First, it tested the hypothesis that “creating a time for telling by doing more telling” may not always work optimally. This study improved on the demonstration of Experiment 2; students in a summarize + lecture condition both summarized a relevant text chapter and heard a subsequent lecture. Second, the experiment tested the hypothesis that analyzing contrasting cases alone does not prove sufficient for deep learning. For this, the study included an analyze + analyze condition in which students analyzed the same set of contrasting cases twice but never heard a lecture or read a text. Finally, the experiment tested the hypothesis that analyzing the contrasting cases prepares students to learn by others telling them. For this, students analyzed cases and hear a lecture. If this hypothesis proved correct, this “construction and testing” condition should have lead to the best performance on the prediction task.
Results
Performances on the prediction task indicated that neither the double construction nor the double telling sufficiently prepared students for deep learning as compared to the combination of construction and telling. Students in the analyze + lecture treatment made the most schema predictions. In contrast, students in the summarize + lecture and analyze + analyze treatments made fewer schema predictions, about the same as one another. Evidently, neither the contrasting cases nor a verbal exposition proved sufficient in their own right for deep understanding; these novices needed both the construction and the telling. Even though the analyze + lecture students noted the fewest concepts in their assignments, they performed the best on the prediction task. As in Experiment 2, the analyze + lecture treatment yielded the highest probability of making a target prediction, regardless of whether the students noted or missed the concept in their analyses.
Discussion
In this study, the double telling students who summarized a chapter on the target concepts and then heard a further lecture on those concepts did not perform well on the prediction task. Similarly, the double analyze students who looked for patterns in the cases without any following exposition did not perform well. This latter group of students showed poor performance even for those concept-relevant patterns that they had constructed in their analyses. In contrast, students who analyzed the cases and heard a lecture did quite well on the prediction task. In addition to demonstrating the beneficial effects of creating a time for telling, these results ruled out time on task as an explanatory variable because all students in all treatments worked for the same amount of time. Interestingly, even when combined, the percentage of possible predictions made by the analyze + analyze students (16.7%) and the summarize + lecture students (14.6%) did not add up to the percentage of prediction made by analyze + lecture students (43.8%). This suggests a synergy between the opportunity to differentiate one’s knowledge of the phenomenon at hand and the opportunity to hear a conceptual framework that articulates the significance of those phenomena.
General discussion
In three experiments, students analyzed contrasting cases about memory phenomena. Afterward, they received a lecture or text on memory. About one week later, they predicted outcomes for a hypothetical experiment that one could interpret in light of the concepts about memory that they had studied. The students who analyzed cases made more accurate predictions compared to the control treatments of (a) reading about the features in the cases and hearing a lecture, (b) summarizing a relevant text and hearing a lecture, and (c) analyzing the cases twice without receiving a lecture. Interestingly, the benefits of analyzing he cases extended to concepts that students did not actually construct in their analyses. This occurred, however, only when they received a subsequent exposition. In combination, the results suggest that teaching by telling can play a significant role in deepening students’ understanding if he students have had a chance to acquire appropriate prior knowledge. The experimenters’ interpretation of the psychological mechanism behind these results involves the idea that analyzing the contrasting cases provided students with the differentiated knowledge structures necessary to understand a subsequent explanation at a deep level. 
Comparisons to Other Common Methods of Instruction
In these three experiments, the researchers implemented their basic claim that deep understanding requires both a differentiated knowledge structure, as develops when discerning contrasts among cases, and an explanatory knowledge structure, as often comes through telling. The researchers considered the following four instruction methods to frame their instructional points and clarify their claims.
One approach frequently used in classrooms involves having students read a text and think of personal examples or have students think of questions about the text.  These activities serve as forms of elaboration in which students try to make a connection or spot a missing connection between the information in the text and their knowledge. Would these forms of elaboration work better than the contrasting cases approach? The researchers think not. Elaborative approaches assume that students already have the differentiated knowledge that would enable them to assemble appropriate examples or questions. Often, however, the personal examples or questions novices generate have only a vague relation to the distinctive properties of the concept, thus little in the elaboration or questions can help them ascertain the truly distinctive features in future situations.
In psychology, at least, a second common approach involves having students participate in classic experiments. This contains two weaknesses: (1) it proves very cumbersome, (2) doing this does not necessarily result in “doing with understanding”. Generative activity plays a central role in understanding, but one must generate the right things. Students may explore a videotape of a psychological phenomenon in action, or read a detailed example, a “telling case” method. This has the potential risk of assuming that students will notice the relevant features of the case or example. Without explicit contrasts, this may only occur if students have sufficient background knowledge to construct the important features of the case. 
One way around limited prior knowledge involves pointing out important features, but Experiment 1 showed that telling students about features did not help them as much as having the students actively construct them. Neither instruction relying on unscaffolded “discovery” from an example nor instruction from using a single example and an explanatory rule has as much effect as instruction that takes the form of guided inquiry. In these experiments, one may think of the contrasting cases as a way to guide the students’ noticing significant features and constructing relevant relationships. Thus, contrasting cases provide a powerful way to help students differentiate their knowledge of a domain.
A fourth instructional approach asks students to design and conduct their own experiments. In this form of project-based learning by doing, students become both engaged and generative, and they explore the contrasts inherent to their own experimental designs. Assuming that novices receive appropriate support so that they can design revealing experiments, this approach can serve as a powerful learning vehicle. The project, however, often becomes the culminating event in the instructional sequence rather than a preparation for further learning. The teacher loses an opportunity when they have created a time for telling but do not take advantage of it. Experiment 3 demonstrated that inquiry without subsequent explanation does not always lead to deep understanding. Deep understanding requires both differentiated knowledge about phenomena and an understanding of the significance of those differences. 
Features of Good Contrasting Cases
Students need to have sufficient domain knowledge and insight to recognize worthwhile contrasts, thus the level of complexity of the contrasting cases needs to match the level of domain background knowledge. Alignment with the learning goals may serve as the key feature of a good set of contrasting cases.
Roles for Telling
Although contrasting cases effectively scaffold the development of differentiated knowledge, a limit exists to what we can reasonably expect people to construct from the experiences we provide them with. Direct teaching can play a valuable role by offering a higher level explanation that students would find quite difficult or time consuming to construct. A higher level explanation has importance in that it provides a generative framework that can extend ones’ understanding beyond the specific cases experienced and analyzed. 
One should not dismiss texts, lectures, and other forms of direct teaching as requiring passive reception on the part of a learner. A given text or lecture may serve as an effective or ineffective way to encourage and help the generative processes by which people construct understanding. Reading a text or hearing a lecture may seem like a passive activity when novices do not have sufficient background knowledge to approach the text generatively. In reading the same article, novices may generate very little, whereas experts can construct many plausible interpretive alternatives. The important question at hand involves how to help readers think in generative ways when they read a text on a relatively novel topic, or as the researchers have asked here, how to create a time for telling.
One approach has involved improving the structure of a text to make it easier for readers to process. A considerate text frees up cognitive resources for the generative processes required to construct understanding. Other approaches, such as the researchers’ here, emphasize the role of knowledge. Presenting the expert’s knowledge in a way that novices can use produces the main challenge for these approaches. When writing for novices, however, the author needs to take special measures and cautions in order to create a time for telling, thus avoiding “the expert trap”. Distinctions can seem obvious to experts who, therefore, do not bother to illuminate them. Besides this, the expert’s ability to discern often exists in a tacit way, hence unrecognized by them. As a result, neither instructor nor students may recognize that students have missed important distinctions.
It proves relatively easy to tell a distinction to someone—if that person shares the same set of experiences. However, novices and experts miss exactly that: shared experiences. [This appears to me one of the strengths of CIMM: it provides novices and experts with direct experiences common to both.] 
To help students construct their knowledge during telling, experts may use a “Detective Story” approach where they view their explanations as something like the solution to a good detective story. They treat an example as something to explain rather than as the thing that explains. The generativity of the reader occurs in seeing how the experts’ explanations illuminate the examples. The text becomes the solution to a puzzle. The researchers believe that contrasting cases can do such a good time for telling because they help novices discern the distinctive features of the puzzle pieces. This differentiated knowledge makes the “fitting together” done by the expert detective all the more compelling, and it provides the background for understanding deeply because the learners have made the appropriate distinctions. As a consequence, learners can better grasp the significance of what the expert has to say.
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